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In 2014, the Vietnam Rubber Group (VRG) wil l  purchase an additional 11,220 hectares of rubber trees in
Cambodia as it strives to gain 100,000 ha in the neighbouring country, according to VRG General Director
Tran Ngoc Thuan.

This is part of the group’s effort to intensify its rubber cultivation programme in the country.

This year, the two VRG subsidiaries of Tan Bien – Kampongthom and Hoang Anh – Mang Yang K are scheduled
to exploit 256 ha of rubber trees.

Last year, the Hoang Anh-Mang Yang K company built a rubber processing plant to purchase and handle latex
rubbers of local plantations and enterprises in Cambodia.

Member companies of Tan Bien, Phuoc Hoa, Ba Ria, Chu Se-Kampong Thom, Dong Phu, and Dong Nai – Kratie
are deploying the construction of rubber processing plants in a bid to fulfill  their rubber targets in 2015 and
2016.

By 2013, the VRG had planted 78,622 ha of rubber [...]
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project, originally expected to conclude in 2009, is aimed at improving drainage in the city by laying
underground sewers. ... [Read more]

Crown Prince of the Netherlands visits Vietnam
The Crown Prince Willem Alexander of the Netherlands began his six-day visit to Vietnam on

October 10 with the aim of promoting bilateral cooperation. He and his entourage, mainly from the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs, the Ministry of Transport, and the Ministry of Public Work and Water Management, wil l  have
working... [Read more]

Vietnam's southern hub mulls $88m underground car park
Vietnam's southern hub Ho Chi Minh City plans to build an underground car park to ease

congestion in the city centre, local transport authorities announced August 1. The US$88 mill ion six-floor car
park wil l  be capable of handling 3,000 vehicles after the first phase of work on the construction of the...
[Read more]

Transport, goods cost more after fuel price increase
Getting from place to place and select goods in Vietnam would cost more after Tuesday's largest

single gas price increase in history, under pressure from global oi l  price hikes. On Tuesday, the Ministry of
Finance increased the retail  prices of gas, diesel and kerosene by VND100 to 650 (0.6 to four... [Read more]

Vietnam prepares for Asia Cup 2015 qualifiers
(Cinet) - On September 26, Vietnam prepared for the friendship match with Qatar team and
continued to enter the qualifying round of Asian Cup 2015. Among the 21 players announced by
the Vietnam Football Federation (VFF), 9 have been called in from V-League defending
champions Hanoi T&T and first-runners SHB Danang,... [Read more]

National players train for Asia Cup 2015 qualifiers
(VOV) - Twenty-one players of the national football squad wil l  train in Hanoi, starting on September 26, to
prepare for Asian Cup 2015 qualifiers. Among the 21 players announced by the Vietnam Football Federation
(VFF), 9 have been called in from V-League defending champions Hanoi T&T and first-runners SHB Danang,...
[Read more]

Saigon XT threaten to fold after points deduction
Vu Duc Responding to the VFF decision to dock the club four points, Nguyen Xuan Thuy, chairman of the club,
announced on Tuesday that the club wil l  not play out their two remaining V-League fixtures and wil l  officially
disband. The VFF and the VPF, which runs the two... [Read more]

Hanoi T&T, Song Lam remain V-League frontrunners with two to go
Vu Duc The clashes between leaders Hanoi T&T and Thanh Hoa and Song Lam Nghe An versus Saigon Xuan
Thanh were the most interesting matches of the round as Hanoi T&T tried to move closer to si lverware while
Song Lam wanted to snatch a lead on their opponents with... [Read more]

Song Lam still top, SHB Danang jump to third
Vu Duc Song Lam versus Hoang Anh Gia Lai was the big match of the weekend. Despite a one-point lead over
Hoang Anh in second place, the Vinh city-based team needed victory to stay in top spot, while Hoang Anh also
eyed the summit. However, Song Lam's title... [Read more]

Shock troops Hoang Anh go top; Hanoi T&T defeat Saigon
Vu Duc An Giang, Quang Ninh win promotion to V-League; TDC Binh Duong relegated Khuat Huu Long netted
the only goal for Hoang Anh in the 54th minute, helping the Pleiku city-based side reach the summit with 27
points from 15 games. In the big city derby,... [Read more]
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